Chapter 3: Tri-uniform Bond Stress Distribution
This chapter is going to present a proposed tri-bond stress distribution, a methodology to
verify the proposed model, and a parametric investigation based on the proposed model.
3.1

Tri-uniform bond stress model

The bi-uniform bond stress distribution model (Fig 2.13) along lap splice was proposed by
Sezen and Moehle (2003) to calculated entire slip of a bar anchored into a footing. It was
also applied to estimate an anchorage bar strength and lap splice strength [Matrin (2007)].
However, the bond stress value in two zones, plastic and elastic, were assumed by Sezen
and Moehle (2003) or back-calculated from design codes [ACI318 (2005)], by Matrin
(2007); Therefore, bond stress and slip are in no relation, which is quite irrational since
bond stress is experimentally depended on a slip. Moreover, It is impossible to apply an
experimentally proposed bond-slip relationship model to the bi-uniform bond stress
distribution model to determine bond stress in either lap splice unconfined and confined by
FRP, because bond stress and slip in any bond-slip model cannot be applied
simultaneously, calculated slip from bi-uniform bond stress distribution model is never
equal to the corresponding slip in bond-slip model, it is often larger than that in bond slip
model. An idea of tri-uniform bond stress distribution model consists of three zones
presented in this section can solve these issues.
Fig 3.1 shows a column with longitudinal bars spliced with the starter bars at the base of
the column. When the column is subjected to an applied load, a crack occurs at the
interface between column base and footing (point O). Consider an outermost bar on the
tension side, the developed bar stress 𝑓 at the starting point of the lap splice zone (point O)
must be in equilibrium with bond stresses on the bar surface along the lap length. The bond
stress distribution along the lap splice length 𝐿 depends on many factors such as the pullout force 𝐴 𝑓 , the length of the lap splice 𝐿 , the confinement condition, and so on. An
example of bond stress distribution before lap splice failure is shown in Fig 3.1 (1), in
which 𝑢 and ue, are bond stresses acting on yielding zone and elastic zone, respectively.
At the critical state of splitting failure, the bond stress distribution along the lap splice
length is assumed to follow the tri-uniform bond model as shown in Fig 3.1 (2a). In the
model, the lap splice length is divided into three zones; namely, yielding zone (OA), postsplitting zone (AB) and splitting zone (BC), with bond stresses on each zone denoted by
𝑢 , 𝑢 and 𝑢 respectively. The lengths of yielding zone, post-splitting zone, and splitting
zone are 𝐿 , 𝐿 and 𝐿 respectively. The sum of these lengths must be equal to the lap
splice length 𝐿 .
(3.1)

𝐿 =𝐿 +𝐿 +𝐿

The tri-uniform bond model is different from the model (Fig 2.13) proposed by Sezen and
Moehle (2003) for predicting the slip of bars anchored into footing in that the bond stress
in the elastic zone (AC) is assumed to be composed of splitting zone (BC) and postsplitting zone (AB) while Sezen and Moehle assumed a constant bond stress equal to two
times bond strength in the yield zone. Fig 3.1 (2b, 2c) shows a tri-linear distribution of
stress and strain in reinforcing bars. The steel stress and strain are zero at the end of lap
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splice (C) and increases to (𝑓 ,𝜀 ) at point B. In the post-splitting zone (AB), bar stress
and strain are increased from 𝑓 and 𝜀 at point B to yield point fy and 𝜀 at point A. At
point A which separates the bar into elastic and yielding zones, the strain exhibits a
discontinuous jump from 𝜀 to 𝜀 , which is the strain at the onset of strain hardening. In
the next section, the bond stress models are described for each zone. By combining the
equilibrium equations, steel strain-slip relation and bond slip models, the steel stress – slip
relation of the lap splice can be derived.

Fig 3.1: Tri-uniform bond stress model
3.2

Bond stress – slip model of lap splice confined by FRP

In the splitting zone of the tri-uniform bond model, the uniform bond stress (𝑢 ) can be
obtained from the bond stress –slip model of lap splice confined by FRP. Wrapping FRP
around lap splice zone induces additional lateral stress, thereby increasing the bond stress
of the spliced bar. In order to simulate the bond-slip behavior of spliced bars strengthened
by FRP, a bond-slip model (Fig 3.2) proposed by Harajli (2006) is adopted in this paper. In
this model, the peak bond stress 𝑢 and the corresponding slip 𝑠 at bond splitting failure
are expressed by Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3) respectively. It is noted that in the Eq. (3.2), a
proposed factor of 1.20 was added to original expression in order to convert a peak value
of local bond strength to splitting uniform bond strength. In the equations, 𝑢 is the
maximum bond stress at pullout mode of bond failure given as 𝑢 = 2.57 𝑓 ; 𝑛 and 𝑡
are the number and the thickness of FRP sheets, respectively. The bond stress 𝑢 on the
decreasing curve is calculated using Eq. (3.4). The factor α , that represents the method of
wrapping, is expressed by Eq. (3.5), in which 𝑁 is the number of FRP strips with equal
width 𝑏 and for full wrapping, 𝛼 = 1.
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Fig 3.2: Bond stress–slip model by Harajli (2006)
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a)Splitting zone

b)Post-splitting zone

c)Yielding zone

Fig 3.3: Free body diagram

Other notations in the above equations are as follows: E , 𝐸 are the modulus of elasticity
of FRP sheets and transverse steels respectively; 𝑛 is number of lap splices in tension; c is
the concrete cover depth, 𝑠 , 𝑠 and 𝑠 are local slip parameters that are computed from the
clear distance between ribs on the reinforcing bar 𝑐 . The details of the model can be found
in Harajli (2006)’s paper.
3.3

Steel stress-strain model

a)
b)
Fig 3.4: Uniaxial stress-strain [Park and Paulay (1975)].
a) Actual relationship
b) Idealized model
A tri-linear stress-strain model is adopted from Park and Paulay (1975). Fig 3.4(a) shows
the experimental stress-strain curve for steel grade 40, 60 and 75. Fig 3.4 (b) shows the
idealized tri-linear stress–strain model. The steel stress-strain relationship is described by
equations (3.6) to (3.8) .
𝑓 =𝐸𝜀

If 𝜀 ≤ 𝜀 = 𝑓 /𝐸

(3.6)

𝑓 =𝑓

If 𝜀 < 𝜀 < 𝜀

(3.7)

𝑓 = 𝑓 + 𝑟𝐸 (𝜀 − 𝜀 )

If 𝜀

(3.8)
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≤𝜀 ≤𝜀

Where 𝑓 ; 𝜀 are the bar stress and strain, 𝐸 is the Young modulus of steel, 𝑓 ; 𝜀 are the
yield stress and yield strain of steel, 𝜀 is the bar strain at start of strain hardening, and 𝜀
is the strain at steel fracture. In order to apply the idealized stress-strain model to
analyzing, the stress at hardening strain 𝑓 .is added and different from yielding stress 𝑓
for example: 𝑓 = 1.01𝑓 ; by do so, a segment in the model from yielding point to
hardening point is determined in analytical program.
3.4

Equilibrium and strain-slip condition

Fig 3.3 illustrates the free-body diagrams of the splitting zone (Fig 3.3a), post-splitting
zone (Fig 3.3b) and yielding zone (Fig 3.3c). In each zone, the equilibrium equation
between bond stress and bar stress can be derived. The slip of the bar can be calculated by
integrating the strain along the lap splice. The steel stress (f ) and the slip (s) can thus be
calculated by
𝑓 = 𝑢
𝑠=

𝐿

(3.9)

+𝑢 𝐿 +𝑢 𝐿 𝑃

(3.10)

𝜀 𝑑𝑥 +𝑠

Where, P is the bar perimeter; 𝜀 is the strain in steel bar; and 𝑠 is the free slip (if any) at
the end of lap splice. If the lengths of the three zones are known, it is possible to calculate
the steel stress versus slip relation. In the next section, the equilibrium condition and the
steel strain-slip relation will be described for each zone.
3.4.1

Splitting zone

A free body diagram and distribution of bar stress and bar strain along this zone are shown
in Fig 3.3a. The bond and bar stresses have to satisfy Eq. (3.11).
𝑢 (𝜋𝑑 )𝐿

=𝑓

𝜋𝑑
4

Therefore: 𝑓 =

4𝑢 𝐿
𝑑

(3.11)

To ensure that the splitting bond stress reaches the bond strength, the slip at point B has to
attain the value of 𝑠 as shown in Eq. (3.12).
𝑠 =

𝜀 𝐿
2

=𝑠

Therefore:

𝑓 𝐿
2𝐸

=𝑠

(3.12)

By substituting Eq. (3.11) into Eq. (3.12), the expression for calculating the length of
splitting zone can be derived in Eq. (3.13) in which the splitting bond strength 𝑢 and the
corresponding slip 𝑠 are given in Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.3) respectively.

𝐿

=

𝐸𝑑 𝑠
2 𝑢

(3.13)
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3.4.2

Post splitting zone

Fig 3.3b shows the free body diagram and distribution of bar stress and strain along this
zone. The bond and bar stresses have to satisfy the equilibrium expressed by Eq. (3.14).
𝑢 (𝜋𝑑 )𝐿 = 𝑓 − 𝑓

𝜋𝑑
4

Therefore:

𝐿 = (𝑓 − 𝑓 )

𝑑
4𝑢

(3.14)

To compute the length of the post splitting zone (𝐿 ), the uniform bond stress 𝑢 has to be
determined. Fig 3.5 shows how to calculate the bond stress on post-splitting zone based on
the bond stress - slip model of lap splice strengthened by FRP wrapping. In the figure, the
relationship between post splitting bond stress (𝑢 ) and corresponding slip is represented
by a polyline m-n-q. An example of calculating bond stress 𝑢 for a specified slip 𝑠A is
illustrated in Fig 3.5.

Fig 3.5: Calculation of bond stress for a specific slip sA
In Fig 3.5, 𝑐 is the distance between the ribs of a reinforcing bar. Depending on the slip at
point A, the bond stress can be computed following the line m-n-q. Expressions (3.15a)
and (3.15b) are equations of these lines. In these equations, 𝑠 is the slip at bond stress 𝑢
which is calculated by Eq. (3.4).
𝑢 =

0.15𝑐 − 𝑠
𝑢
0.15𝑐 − 𝑠

If 𝑠A ≤ 𝑠

(3.15a)

𝑢 =

𝑐 −𝑠
𝑢
𝑐 −𝑠

If 𝑠A ≥ 𝑠

(3.15b)

𝑠 =𝑠

+ 1−

𝑢
𝑢

(0.15𝑐 − 𝑠 )

(3.16)

The slip at point A is calculated from bar strain distribution along this zone as follows.
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𝑠 =𝑠

+

𝜀

+𝜀 𝐿
2

(3.17)

Substituting 𝑢 and 𝑠A from Eqs. (3.15a, b) and (3.17) into Eq. (3.14), and rearranging the
terms, Eqs. (3.18a) and (3.18b) for determining the length Lr of the post splitting zone are
derived. It is noted that the length of post splitting zone will be determined from Eq.
(3.18a) if the length is less than 𝐿 given in Eq. (3.19), otherwise it will be obtained from
Eq. (3.18b).
𝜀 +𝜀
(𝑓 − 𝑓 )𝑑
𝐿 −𝐿 +
=0
2(0.15𝑐 − 𝑠 )
4𝑢

(3.18a)

𝑐 −𝑠
(𝑓 − 𝑓 )𝑑
𝜀 +𝜀
𝐿 −
𝐿 +
=0
2(𝑐 − 𝑠 )
𝑐 −𝑠
4𝑢

(3.18b)

𝐿 =

3.4.3

2 𝑠 −𝑠
𝜀 +𝜀

(3.19)

Yielding zone

A free body diagram and distribution of bar stress and bar strain along this zone are shown
in Fig 3.3c. The bond and bar stresses have to satisfy equilibrium expressed by Eq. (3.20).
The entire lap splice slip sO can be obtained from Eq. (3.21).
𝑢 (𝜋𝑑 )𝐿 = 𝑓 − 𝑓

𝑠 =𝑠 +

(𝜀

𝜋𝑑
𝑑
↔𝐿 = 𝑓 −𝑓
4
4𝑢

+ 𝜀 )𝐿
2

(3.20)

(3.21)

To compute the length of yielding zone, the bond stress 𝑢 has to be determined. However,
there is no model of bond and slip relationship proposed for the yielding bars. In an effort
to calculate the bond slip of bars anchored into the basement, Sezen and Moehle (2003)
used a bi-uniform bond stress model to simulate the slip behavior of bars in yielding range.
They assumed a constant bond stress of 0.5 𝑓 along the yielded portion of the bar. An
experimental program on pull-out test was conducted to make an assessment on bond
characteristics in post-yield range of deformed bar by Shima, Chou et al. (1987). In the
test, the embedment length was set to 50𝑑 (𝑑 = 19𝑚𝑚) which was so sufficiently long
that no free end slip occurred even if the bar reached yielding during pull-out. Fig 3.6 show
the experimental results of three types of steel with different nominal yield strengths 300,
500 and 700 MPa, referred to as SD30, SD50 and SD70 respectively. As observed from the
Fig 3.6, it is found that the bond stress acting along the yielding zone tends to be uniformly
/
distributed and is equal to 𝑢 = 0.25𝑓
.
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Fig 3.6: Experimental result by Shima, Chou et al. (1987)
/

From these researches, the bond stress in yielding zone is assumed to be 𝑢 = 0.25𝑓
,
based on Shima, Chou et al. (1987) experimental data. Since wrapping FRP around column
bar lap splice increases the compressive strength of concrete, the confined compressive
strength of concrete 𝑓 is used to calculate the bond stress in the yielding zone.
𝑢 = 0.25𝑓

/

(3.22)

Substituting Eq. (3.22) into Eq. (3.20), we obtain Eq. (3.23) for calculating the length of
yielding zone.
𝐿 = 𝑓 −𝑓

3.5

𝑑
𝑓

(3.23)

/

Explicit equation for lap splice strength (both elastic and post-yield range)

For a reinforced concrete column with lap splice zone confined by FRP, and with known
parameters including the length of lap splice, the concrete cover depth of reinforcing bar,
the properties of concrete and steel materials, the characteristics of FRP sheets, and others,
it is possible to determine the length of splitting zone, post-splitting zone and yielding zone
as functions of the number and thickness of FRP sheets 𝑛 𝑡 by using Eqs. (3.13), (3.18a,b)
and (3.23) respectively. Then the steel stress 𝑓 and corresponding slip 𝑠 can be computed
by Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10), respectively. Thus, a steel stress – slip relation can be derived and
the lap splice strength is determined as the maximum stress from the calculated relation.
However, rather than constructing the entire steel stress-slip relation, it is also possible to
derive explicit equations for the lap splice strength. For known parameters as mentioned
above, the post-yield strength of lap splice [𝑓 ] can be calculated from Eq. (3.24) which is
obtained by imposing the condition of Eq. (3.1) that the total length of the three zones must
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be equal to the length of lap splice 𝐿 . It is noted that in Eq. (3.24), the variable 𝐿 can be
obtained by solving the Eq. (3.18a) or Eq. (3.18b).

[𝑓 ] = 𝑓 + 𝐿 − 𝐿 −

𝐸𝑑 𝑠
2 𝑢

/

𝑓
𝑑

(3.24)

In case that the bar stress at point B reaches the yield stress (𝑓 = 𝑓 ), or the lap splice
length is not sufficient to develop the post-splitting zone, the bond stress distribution along
the splice length will consist of two zones, that is, yielding zone and splitting zone. In this
case, a free slip 𝑠 must exist at the end point (C) of lap splice length to compensate the
slip at point B in order to develop bond splitting strength 𝑢 [Alsiwat and Saatcioglu
(1992)]. Fig 3.7 shows the bond and bar stress distribution along lap splice length. The lap
splice strength can be estimated by Eq. (3.25) and finally by Eq. (3.26), in which 𝐿 is the
length of splitting zone which can be computed from Eq. (3.11) by replacing the terms 𝑓
with yield stress 𝑓 .

Fig 3.7: Free slip at the end of lap splice length

[𝑓 ] =

4
𝑢 𝐿 + 𝑢𝑠𝑝 − 𝑢𝑦 𝐿𝑠𝑝
𝑑𝑏 𝑦 𝑠
′

2/3

𝑓
[𝑓 ] = 𝑐𝑐
𝑑𝑏

⎛
⎜𝐿𝑠 +
⎝

(3.25)

𝑓𝑦𝑑𝑏
′
𝑓𝑐𝑐

𝑓𝑦 𝑑𝑏 ⎞
−
0.25
2/3
𝑢𝑠𝑝 ⎟

(3.26)

⎠

Fig 3.8 shows the flow chart of computational procedure to predict the post-yield strength
of lap splice confined by FRP.
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Input: 𝑛 ; 𝑡 ; 𝐿 ; 𝑐; 𝑑 ; 𝐸 ; 𝑓 ; 𝐸 ; 𝛼 ; 𝑓 …
Calculate: 𝑢 ; 𝑠 ; 𝑢 from Eqs.(3.2); (3.3) and (3.4)
Calculate: 𝐿

from Eq. (3.13)

Calculate: 𝐿 from solving Eq. (3.18a) or Eq. (3.18b)
Calculate: 𝐿 from Eq. (3.23)
Output: [𝑓 ] from either Eq. (3.24) or Eq. (3.26)
Fig 3.8: Calculation steps for lap splice strength
It is noted that the discussion above concerns about the post-yield strength of lap splice.
However, the lap splice strength in the elastic range of reinforcing bar can also be
computed by applying one or two parts of the tri-uniform bond stress model. There are two
circumstances regarding the strength of lap splice in the elastic range. The first
circumstance occurs when the lap splice length is sufficient so that bond stress can be
developed to the splitting strength (𝐿 ≥ 𝐿 ). In this case, the bond stress distribution along
the lap splice length will consist of two zones, that is, splitting zone and post-splitting
zone. The elastic strength of lap splice is given by Eq. (3.18c) if 𝐿 − 𝐿 < 𝐿 , or Eq. (3.18d)
if 𝐿 − 𝐿 ≥ 𝐿 . Eqs. (3.18c) and (3.18d) are derived from Eqs. (3.18a) and (3.18b) by
replacing 𝑓 with [𝑓 ]. The second situation occurs when the lap splice length is insufficient
for the bond stress to reach the splitting strength (𝐿 < 𝐿 ). In this case, there is a free slip at
the end of lap splice (point C in Fig 3.1). There is only the splitting zone in the bond stress
distribution and the elastic strength of the lap splice can be calculated by Eq. (3.27).
[𝑓 ] = 𝑓 +

4(𝐿 − 𝐿 )𝑢
𝑑

[𝑓 ] = 𝑓 +

4(𝐿 − 𝐿 )𝑢
𝑑

[𝑓 ] =

3.6

1−

𝜀

+ 𝜀 (𝐿 − 𝐿 )

(3.18c)

2 0.15𝑐 − 𝑠

𝑐 −𝑠
𝜀
−
𝑐 −𝑠

4𝑢𝑠𝑝𝐿𝑠
𝑑𝑏

+ 𝜀 (𝐿 − 𝐿 )
2(𝑐 − 𝑠 )

(3.18d)

(3.27)

Calculation procedure for required FRP thickness to reach a desired stress

In the previous section, the equations for predicting the lap splice strength have been
derived in both elastic and post-yield ranges of steel bars at the splitting failure. For design
purpose, it may be useful to derive equations for computing the required FRP thickness or
the amount of FRP sheet for a given desired lap splice strength (or steel stress). Basically,
the equations for the required FRP thickness express the inverse relation of the equations
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for predicting the strength. However, as observed in Eq. (3.24), the right hand-side of the
equation contains a complicated expression for 𝑛 𝑡 , thus, it is very difficult to convert Eq.
(3.24) into the form that explicitly calculates the thickness of FRP as a function of the lap
splice length. Alternatively, the required thickness or the number of FRP sheets can be
determined by applying the calculation produce as shown in Fig 3.9 based on trial and
error procedure. The key mechanism of the proposed calculation procedure is to adjust the
FRP thickness 𝑛 𝑡 so that the condition given in Eq. (3.1) that the sum of lengths of the
three zones is equal to the lap splice length is satisfied.
Input: [𝑓 ]; 𝐿 ; 𝑐; 𝑑 ; 𝐸 ; 𝑓 ; 𝐸 ; 𝛼 ; 𝑓 …
set initial value: 𝑛 𝑡 = 0
Calculate: 𝑢 ; 𝑠 ; 𝑢 from Eqs. (3.2); (3.3) and (3.4)
Calculate: 𝐿

from Eq. (3.13)

Calculate: 𝐿 from solving Eq. (3.18a) or Eq. (3.18b)
Calculate: 𝐿 from Eq. (3.23)

Check: L = L + L + L

Yes

No
Adjust: Set new value 𝑛 𝑡
Output: Required thickness 𝑛 𝑡
Fig 3.9: Calculation procedure for determining the required n t
3.7
3.7.1

Verification of proposed model
Analytical verification

A non-linear analysis model of a reinforced concrete column presented in Chapter 5 was
developed based on an existing model proposed by Matrin (2007). In the model, a column
was divided into two parts includes elastic and plastic parts. A discretion section method
was applied to plastic part so that a section was slice into independent fibers, each concrete
fiber was modeled as a non-linear spring, and each reinforcing was presented by an
assembly of three non-linear springs including: steel spring, lap splice spring, and embed
spring. An effectiveness of FRP was taken into account by updating these non-linear
springs, for example: a confined effect (presented in section 2.2.1) is applied into confined
concrete springs’ properties; a proposed model (presented in this chapter) was applied to
calculate lap splice strength, and then incorporated in analytical model by updating lap
splice springs’ characteristics.
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The developed model was applied to simulate some existing experiments. The verifications
of both predicted lap splice strength and column’s dynamic behavior were presented in
section 5.2. It is noted that, ether rectangular section column or circular section column
were verified.
3.7.2

Experimental verification

A proposed tri-uniform bond stress distribution model was used for designing 16 columns
(in beam’s tested-setting) with four series of lap splice length. A proposed procedure to
obtain a required number of FRP (presented in section 3.6) was used to calculate the
number of FRP sheets wrapped in experiment. A static load was applied to determine a
beam strength, a lap splice strength and a bond stress distribution as well.
An experimental design, testing and result are shown in section 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4; the
experimental verification of lap splice strength and proposed bond stress distribution is
analyzed and presented in section 4.4.5.
3.8

Parametric investigation

The proposed tri-uniform bond stress model for predicting the strength of lap splice
confined by FRP are examined as per parametric study to investigate the effect of
influencing parameters, such as the ratio of lap splice length to bar diameter 𝐿 /𝑑 , the
ratio of concrete cover to bar diameter 𝑐/𝑑 , the amount of transverse reinforcements and
the number and thickness of FRP layers. The hypothetical column section is 200mm wide
× 400mm deep as shown in Fig 3.10. The section is reinforced longitudinally by 8 φ 14
(deformed bar with 14 mm diameter) and transversely by φ 8 spaced at 200 mm. The yield
strength 𝑓 of bars is 550 MPa and the elastic modulus 𝐸 is 1.96 x 105 MPa. The
unconfined concrete compressive strength 𝑓 is 39 MPa. The FRP sheet is 0.13 mm thick
and the elastic modulus 𝐸 is 2.30 x 105 MPa.

Fig 3.10: Column section used in parametrical investigation
3.8.1

Strength of lap splice length Ls = 20db, 25db, 30db and 35db

The ratio of concrete cover to bar diameter 𝑐/𝑑 varies from 1.0 to 2.4. For each value of
𝑐/𝑑 , the number of FRP sheets is changed in order to assess the effect of FRP thickness
on the strength of lap splice. Fig 3.11 to Fig 3.14 show the relationship between lap splice
strength and the number of FRP sheets for four selected values of 𝐿 /𝑑 . As can be
observed in Fig 3.11 to Fig 3.14, for the columns confined by the same amount of FRP, the
lap splice strength is higher in the columns with larger concrete cover. It is also found that
the rate of strength increase with respect to the number of FRP layers is faster in the preyield range than in the post-yield range. This would be expected because the bond strength
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maller than the elastic zone. In ppre-yield raange, the
in thhe yielding zone is noormally sm
strenngth increasse varies linnearly with the numbeer of FRP layers. In poost-yield raange, the
strenngth increasses in a nonnlinear decrreasing rate owing to the
t yieldingg in the barrs. These
figurres are usefful for desiign becausee the numb
ber of FRP layers to develop a required
strenngth for a given
g
lap spplice lengthh and ratio of
o concretee cover to bbar diameterr can be
obtaiined. It shouuld be notedd that the deeveloped lap
p splice streength prediccted by the model
m
is
assocciated with the splittinng failure mode
m
only.. In reality, the bar m
may fracturee before
reachhing the poost-yield splitting strenngth and th
he actual sttrength of tthe bar is therefore
t
goveerned by thee yielding sttrength.

Figg 3.11: Strenngth of lap splice
s
𝐿 /𝑑 = 20

Fig 3.12: Strenggth of lap sp
plice (𝐿 /𝑑 = 25)
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Fig 3.13: Strenggth of lap sp
plice (𝐿 /𝑑 = 30)

plice (𝐿 /𝑑 = 35)
Fig 3.14: Strenggth of lap sp

3.8.22

Requiredd number of
o FRP sheeets to develo
op the a speecified lap ssplice streng
gth

Fig 3.15
3
shows a relationsship betweeen a requireed number of
o FRP sheeets and lap
p spliced
lengtth (𝐿 ) in order
o
to devvelop the laap splice strrength of 1.25𝑓
1
. Heree the factorr 1.25 is
seleccted to ensurre an adequuate excess of
o strength over the barr nominal yyield strengtth. In the
graphh, eight vallues of ratioo of concrette cover to bar diametter c/𝑑 aree plotted veersus the
lap splice
s
lengthh of 20𝑑 , 25𝑑 , 30𝑑 and 35𝑑 . As can bee seen, the required nu
umber of
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ngth, the
FRP sheets reduuces as the lap splice length incrreases. At thhe same lapp splice len
c
covver to bar diameter
d
requiired numbeer of FRP laayers is redduced as the ratio of concrete
increeases. As caan be seen from
f
the graaph, the non
nlinear relattion betweeen the requiired FRP
layerrs versus laap splice leength is evvident. For instance, at
a 𝑐/𝑑 = 1
1.6, the inccrease in
𝐿 /𝑑
𝑑 from 20 to 30 (1.5 times) resuults in the decrease inn the requirred number of FRP
layerrs from 20 to 5 (aboutt 4 times). The reducction rate is faster for the short laap splice
lengtth. It can also be seen that for anyy values of 𝐿 /𝑑 , incrreasing the llap splice leength by
5𝑑 can decreasse the numbber of FRP layers
l
by tw
wo times. This shows a high impaact of lap
splice length to bar diametter ratio on the requireed number of
o FRP layeers. This prrediction
seem
ms to qualitaatively agreee with Bouusias’s exp
perimental results
r
(Bouusias, Spath
his et al.
(2006)). Bousiass tested a seeries of coluumns with variable
v
lenggths of lap splice 15, 30, 45 𝑑
a
five laayers of FR
RP sheets in each coolumn. Theey found th
hat FRP
and with two and
signiificantly increased thee strength of lap spliice when the
t length of lap spllice was
relatiively short,, say 15𝑑 , but did noot show a marked
m
cappacity improovement in
n case of
longeer lap splicee (30-45𝑑 ).
)
This implies thaat the requirred FRP sheeets are high
hly sensitivve to lap splice length when
w
lap
splice length is relatively
r
shhort and nott so in case of a longer lap spice leength.

Fig 3.15: Required FRP
F sheets versus
v
lap spliced lengtth
Fig 3.16
3
shows the relatioonship betw
ween the req
quired num
mber of FRP
P sheets to develop
1.25ffy strength and
a ratio off concrete cover
c
to barr diameter for
f four selected valuees of 𝐿 /
𝑑 . Basically,
B
thhe data in Fig
F 3.16 are the same as those in Fig
F 3.15. It ccan be seen
n that the
requiired numberr of FRP laayers decreaases linearly
y with the inncrease in 𝑐𝑐/𝑑 . This is
i rooted
in Eq. (3.2) in which the terms 𝑐/𝑑
𝑑 and 𝑛 𝑡 both appeear as lineaar terms in
nside the
parennthesis. Thuus, when 𝑐/𝑑 changees linearly, the 𝑛 𝑡 must
m
also chhange linearrly in an
inverrse manner to keep thhe same bonnd strength
h 𝑢 . Physiically, the tterms 𝑛 𝑡 and c/db
both refer to thee same conffining effecct. Thus, wh
hen the conffinement prrovided by concrete
or 𝑐//𝑑 increasees, the requiired confineement from FRP is prooportionally decreased.
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Figg 3.16: Requuired FRP sheets versuus 𝑐/𝑑
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